
 
In this Issue: Dates, Sefton, Awards ?, Social Diary 

Coming up: 

Indoor warm up Tue 27/09/16 Soccer Dome 7-8, £3  
Bowling & Golf evening Fri    30/09/16 Trafford Centre 6 for 6.30 (meet @ Wetherspoons)  
Sunday Indoor Sun  02/10/16 And weekly from then on   
Tuesday Indoor league Tue  04/10/16 And weekly until 06/12/16   
 

 

End of Season Awards  

Voting will soon close for: 

1) Female player of the year 
2) Male player of the year 
3) Memorable moment 

So vote early and vote often. When picking a player you should look at their total contribution to the team, off as 
well as on the field, but it’s basically up to you how you choose – just don’t pick yourself ! 

  



 

Sefton 

A tournament of 2 halves as we fought hard with no reward on the Saturday, then recorded 3 wins on the bounce on 
the Sunday to get to the Shield semi -final only to lose a tight game against the Bobcats in painful circumstances 
reminiscent of the Red Rose final. Our best 2 performances were against the two 
eventual winners, we gave the Shield winning Seagulls a tough game on the Saturday 
and beat the much fancied Formby Fins on the Sunday. The big difference between the 
two days was we just didn’t get runs on the board on Saturday, on Sunday we suddenly 
started scoring and reaped the benefits. 

Male on base leaders were Jeremy (900), Dave (800) and Michael (789). Sandra (611), 
Annie (563) and Alyssa (500) led the way for the women. Home Run Heroes were the 
Downes boys with 2 apiece and Jeremy and Rob who got one each.  

In the field everyone worked hard. Amongst other good performances both Jeremy and 
Dave pitched effectively. Dan played well at short, JD did a fine job in the outfield, 
Michael showed promise at third, TK was good as always on first, but the stand out performance of the weekend 
was Sandra in the outfield against the Fins. She took a series of catches that effectively won us the game. 

 
 

Opponent Result 

Mayhem L 7-17 

Bobcats L 4-15 

Seagulls L 4-11 

Vikings L 4-12 

Fish L 2-6 

Aachen W 12-10 

Sabres W 10-5 

Fins W 16-11 

Bobcats (SF) L 11-12 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 

Tuesday night Indoor League 

We have entered the indoor league. First games are on October 4th, and it finishes on 6th December. All games are at 
the Soccer Dome, Trafford Way Trafford Park M17 8DD. Play runs from 7-9pm. There’s still room in the squad if you 
want to play.  

Squad M: Dave, Michael, Rob, Steve G. 4 
 F: Alyssa, Caroline, Louise, Sandra, TK 5 
 

 

Each batter receives only one pitch - if it's a strike or foul ball the batter is out, if it's a ball the batter gets a walk. 

Teams bat for a set amount of time rather than for a set number of outs (this may change to a set number of at bats 

for each team). If a batted ball hits the roof the batter is out and the ball is dead. A run is cored each time a base 

runner advances round the bases back to home plate. If a batted ball hits the far wall for a Home Run one run is 

scored plus one extra run for ach base runner, the batter and base runners do not physically run round the bases, 

they can leave the pitch as soon as the ball hits the wall. A batter can be caught out even if the ball has previously  

hit a wall or netting. 

 



 

Sunday afternoon Indoor 

Sunday indoor is scheduled to start on Sunday 2nd October. The weekly sessions are at Platt Lane Dome (M14 7UU) 
from 3 to 5pm. Cost is £5 a week. The sessions are turn up and play with teams picked on the day to try to produce 
an even contest. 

There’s a video of a session here: https://youtu.be/E7ZhHc0Tzw4 

Social Diary 

Date Event Venue Organiser Details 

Friday 30th September Team night out Trafford Centre Caroline Meet at Wetherspoons 

October Team meal (prizes !) TBC Dave  

Friday 18th November MSL EOS Ball Midland Hotel Caroline Black tie (?) 

 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/E7ZhHc0Tzw4

